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A must-have collectable commemorating 30 years (in 2024) since the passing of beloved First Lady, style icon and “Queen of

America,” Jackie Kennedy

An attractive photobook, with about 160 pics complemented by engaging and in-depth biographical insights. Both a coffee book,

as well as a substantial reference for those interested in learning more about the complex woman behind the photos

I want to live, not be a witness of my life.

Beautiful. Cultured. Refined. Enviable. Admirable. Adored. Journalist. Philanthropist. Publisher. Jackie Kennedy was many things –

amongst them, she was and remains the most iconic First Lady the United States has ever seen. Discreet and seductive, she lived a

destiny of fortune, success and mourning. This biographical photobook commemorates her intelligence and her style 30 years after her

passing. Learn about the woman captivating enough to win the respect of the powerful and the love of the people. Learn about the

Jackie before and after her years as “Queen of America” and be captivated by a story of aspirations, devastations and rebirth. An

intense and in-depth portrait of a women who enchanted the world.

Chiara Pasqualetti Johnson is a journalist who writes about travel, art, and lifestyle for several magazines. She is an art history

graduate. For White Star, she’s the author of several different volumes, the latest of which is Coco Chanel—Revolutionary Woman, a

prized volume translated into various languages and proclaimed by Vogue Italy as the best illustrated title about the French fashion icon.
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